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ABSTRACT
Two anomalies observed during lunar eclipses, the enlargement of the Earth`s shadow and the
excessive clarity of the penumbra, possibly attributed to insufficient causes if not doubtful,
would refute the assertion of certain experimenters according to which the lunar Allais eclipse
effect would be almost impossible to detect. The Earth`s umbra seems to be 2% larger than
what is expected from geometrical considerations and it is believed that the Earth`s
atmosphere is responsible for the extent of the enlargement, but it is realized that the
atmospheric absorption cannot explain light absorption at a height as high as 90 km above the
Earth, as required by this hypothesis. It was also argued that the irradiation of the Moon in the
Earth`s shadow during the eclipse is caused by the refraction of sunlight in the upper regions
of the Earth`s atmosphere. However, the shade toward the center is too bright to be accounted
for by refraction of visible sunlight. Although these assumptions are not trifling, we
attribute the majority of these abnormalities to the Allais eclipse effect. This effect would
cause a slight decrease of gravity during the eclipse: the geodesics would be displaced a
small amount outwards, the ray of light coming from the Sun, passing close by the Moon
would be less attracted, which would expand the shadow cone of the Moon. On the other
hand, the rays emanating from the Moon would have a shorter wavelength and therefore the
luminescence would increase by anti-Stoke Raman effect: the scattered photon has more
energy than the absorbed photon.

1- Introduction
We know that astronomical data give us accurate values of the radii of the Sun, the Earth and
the Moon. Furthermore the knowledge of their relative distances predicts quite accurately the
instant when the umbra-penumbra limit sweeps some specific craters on the Moon during
lunar eclipses. Since the 1830s, crater timing has been used during lunar eclipses to measure
the length of the Earth`s shadow. The method is simple: one takes the timing of lunar features
(craters, limbs, ridges, peaks, bright spots) as they enter and exit the umbra. The Sun-EarthMoon geometry being known quite precisely, it is then possible to calculate the size and shape
of the Earth`s umbra at the Moon. Measurements that vary from one eclipse to the next can
now be made with low-power telescopes or a clock synchronized with radio time signals.
However, it has systematically been found that the shadow of the Earth seems to be 2% larger
than what is expected from geometrical predictions.
Even, if it is believed that the thickness of the Earth atmosphere is responsible for that
displacement [1], it was realized that the atmospheric absorption can not explain the
absorption of light at a height of up to 90 km above the Earth, as required by this hypothesis.
It may be noted in particular that Link [2] has firmly established a relationship between the
enlargement of the Earth`s shadow during lunar eclipses and the presence of meteors, which
have the ability to distort the optical properties of the atmosphere when they are braked at
high altitudes [3].
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It has been said that the pronounced red colour in the inner portions of the umbra during
an eclipse of the Moon is caused by refraction of sunlight through the upper regions of the
Earth`s atmosphere, but the umbral shadow towards the centre is too bright to be accounted
for by refraction of visible sunlight.
In Sections 2 and 3, we give a brief history of the enlargement of the Earth`s umbra and the
excess of light into the Earth`s shadow onto the Moon during lunar eclipses. We present some
accepted interpretations and we show how the Allais effect, which occurs at the time when
problems arise related to these anomalies, leads us to reject these interpretations.

2- Enlargement of the Earth's umbra
1- Brief history of the enlargement of the Earth`s umbra on the Moon during lunar
eclipses
In the early 1700s, Philippe de La Hire made a curious observation about Earth`s umbra. The
predicted radius of the shadow needed to be enlarged by about 1/41 in order to fit timings
made during an eclipse of the Moon (La Hire 1707). Additional observations over the next
two centuries revealed that the shadow enlargement was somewhat variable from one eclipse
to the next [4].
Chauvenet (1891) adopted a value of 1/50, which has become the standard enlargement factor
for lunar eclipse predictions published by many national institutes worldwide. Some
authorities dispute Chauvenet`s shadow enlargement convention [5]. Danjon (1951) notes that
the only reasonable way of accounting for a layer of opaque air surrounding Earth is to
increase the planet`s radius by the altitude of the layer [6]. This can be accomplished by
proportionally increasing the parallax of the Moon. The radii of the umbral and penumbral
shadows are then subject to the same absolute correction and not the same relative correction
employed in the traditional Chauvenet 1/50 convention. Danjon estimates the thickness of the
occulting layer to be 75 km and this results in an enlargement of Earth`s radius and the
Moon`s parallax of about 1/85. Since 1951, the French almanac Connaissance des Temps has
adopted Danjon`s method for the enlargement Earth`s shadows in their eclipse predictions
Danjon`s method correctly models the geometric relationship between an enlargement of
Earth`s radius and the corresponding increase in the size of its shadows. Meeus and Mucke
(1979), and Espenak (2006), both use Danjons method. However, the resulting umbral and
penumbral eclipse magnitudes are smaller by approximately 0.006 and 0.026 respectively as
compared to predictions using the traditional Chauvenet convention of 1/50.
For his part, in an analysis of 57 eclipses over a period of 150 years, Link (1969) found an
enlargement of the shadow of 2.3% on average. Furthermore, schedules inputs and outputs of
the crater through the umbra for four lunar eclipses from 1972 to 1982 strongly support the
Chauvenet value of 2%. Of course, the small magnitude difference between the two methods
is difficult to observe because the edge of the umbral shadow is diffuse. From a physical point
of view, there is no well defined border between the umbra and the penumbra. The shadow
density actually varies continuously as a function of radial distance from the central axis out
to the extreme limit of the penumbral shadow. However, the density variation is most rapid
near the theoretical edge of the umbra. Kuhl`s (1928) contrast theory demonstrates that the
verge of the umbra is perceived at the point of inflexion in the shadow density. This point
appears to be equivalent to a layer in Earth`s atmosphere at an altitude of about 120 to 150
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km. The net enlargement of Earth`s radius of 1.9% to 2.4% corresponds to an extension of the
umbra of 1.5% to 1.9%, in reasonably good agreement with the conventional value.
It seems that the increase of the Earth`s umbral shadow during eclipses of the Moon is the
classical value of 2% (the rule of the fiftieth) used in most calculations of lunar eclipses [7].
2- Accepted interpretation of the enlargement of the umbra
In order to study more deeply the phenomenon showing that the umbra-penumbra limit
appears significantly displaced on the Moon during an eclipse, it is important to evaluate if
the reported increase of 2% of the Earth`s shadow on the Moon corresponds to a reasonable
value of the height at which the atmosphere is opaque. Calculations indicate that this
enlargement corresponds to a terrestrial altitude of 92 km.
This usual interpretation of the umbral enlargement forces us to believe that the atmosphere is
normally opaque up to 92 km or so. But how is this possible when, at this altitude, the air is
extremely rarefied? It is the altitude close to the orbit on which a satellite travels around the
Earth.
In fact, according to data [8], the atmospheric pressure at 90 km above sea level is about half
a million times smaller than that at sea level. Above 15 km, the atmosphere becomes
relatively transparent to light, since 90% of the air and almost all the humidity and pollution
are below that level. That makes an enlarged obscuration due to the opacity of the atmosphere
of only 0.3% which is much smallerthan the 2.0% reported.
Furthermore, the eruption of volcanos cannot explain the larger shadow. According to some,
the altitude reached by some material ejected from volcano El Chichon is in the stratosphere,
some 26 kilometers (16 miles) above Earth's surface – roughly 50% higher than material from
the famous Mount St. Helens [9]. Since the atmosphere does not appear to be responsible for
the umbra-penumbra limit displacement of 2% on the Moon, then what is the cause?
F. Link argues that the meteoric dust in the upper atmosphere of the Earth is at the origin of
the additional weakening of the light and the expansion of the Earth`s darkness [10, 11]. We
might point out, in particular, that Link has actually established a concomitance between the
enlargement of the Earth`s umbra during lunar eclipses and the presence of meteors, which
are capable of distorting the optical properties of the atmosphere when they are decelerated at
high elevations [3, 12].
Paul Marmet and Christine Couture [1], for their part, believe that the actual umbra of the
Earth projected on the Moon is not as big as observed, that the sensitivity of the eyes is a
factor leading necessarily to an umbral enlargement and that almost the totality of the reported
umbra-penumbra limit displacement is an optical effect that has nothing to do with the
thickness of the Earth atmosphere.
For our part, we believe that the observed times to browse the path of the Moon through the
Earth`s obscurity deviate from the predicted times and that some variations in colour, size and
shape of the umbra occur in the darkness. We attribute this deviations and variations to the
Allais eclipse effect.
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3- Umbral enlargement and the Allais eclipse effect
During an eclipse of the Moon, it is predicted geometrically that the photons from the Sun
describe a rectilinear trajectory as if they were little deflected and pass at a minimum
approach distance RE' from the centre of the Earth (slightly larger than the radius RE of the
Earth), before moving to the Moon. A ray of sunlight passes close to the Moon at point R M' of
minimum approach to arrive at the point P at the end of the shadow cone of the Earth. The
trajectory followed by the solar photons shapes the curvature of minimum approach of the
Earth and the Moon.
However, we have serious reasons to believe that during a lunar eclipse, with the Earth
interposed between the Moon and the Sun, there would be a kind of anti-gravity on the Moon
which would be manifested by a deviation of light. This is precisely the Allais effect [13, 14,
15].

Figure. Diagram exaggerated (for comprehension) of the cones of the umbra. The quasiparallel interior tangents to the Sun and the Earth give the two interior cones, predicted and
observed, of the umbral shadow. It represents the portion of the darkness where an observer
on the Moon would see all the Sun eclipsed. (The outer cones of the penumbra, formed by the
exterior tangents to the Sun and the Earth, are not figured).
The orbital radius seems longer, which means that the curvature of minimum approach of the
Earth and the Moon is shifted outward. Since the curvature is the inverse of the square of the
radius, the curvature is even smaller than the radius is large. This is grounded in the
Newtonian logic stating that gravity – identified to the curvature – is all the more weak as the
orbital radius is large. The deviated photons will pass at a distance of minimum approach RE''
(RE'' = RE + ∆RE) from the centre of the Earth and at the point RM'' (RM'' = RM + ∆RM) of
minimum approach of the Moon to end at the point P'' (P'' = P + ∆P), casting an enlarged
umbra cone. It matches with the observed cone of the enlargement of the Earth`s umbra.
During a lunar eclipse, it is predicted geometrically that the photons from the Sun describe a
rectilinear trajectory as if they were little deflected
Inevitably, sunlight, observed on the eclipsed Moon, will tend to move away. The photon has
an "inertial mass" equal to hv/c2 equivalent to a "gravitational mass" also equal to hv/c2. The
energy of the "fallen" photon from the Sun will be m(g – g')H instead of mgH (m = inertial
and gravitational mass of the photon; g = acceleration due to gravity, H = height). The
gravitational mass of photons, lessened, takes distance, so increasing the darkness.
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We are witnessing an abnormal gravitational frequency shift
Suppose that in normal times the light is emitted by the Sun at the height H (distance Sunmoon) [16]. The total energy of a photon of frequency v and energy hv, reaching the lunar
surface has become
hv' = hv+ hvgH/c2.

(1)

The receiver, placed on the lunar ground, detects a frequency v' greater than v of the solar
source (g designates the lunar gravitational field):
v' = v [1 + gH/c2].

(2)

During a lunar eclipse, due to a potential loss of attraction, the lunar gravitational field g
amounts to g – g'. When a photon emitted by the Sun reaches the surface of the Moon, he
lost potential energy (hv/c2)(g – g')H and won the kinetic energy (hv/c2)(g – g')H. Its total
energy has become
h(v' – v'') = hv + ( hv/c2)(g – g')H.

(3)

The frequency v' – v'' of the photon at its arrival at the surface of the eclipsed Moon is less
red-shifted relative to its initial frequency, according to the relation
v' – v'' = v [1 + (g – g')H/c2].

(4)

The receiver detects a frequency v' – v'' slightly smaller than v' of not eclipsed Moon.
This means a small blue shift for the Sun during the eclipse.
If this hypothesis is correct – which consists to declare that the Allais effect causes a kind of
repulsion between the three celestial bodies involved –, there should be a variation of the
gravitational potential. This means that the gravitation will influence the geometry of spacetime: the time of clocks and the length measured by a rule will be affected depending on
whether there is more or less gravity. Einstein`s general theory of relativity predicts that a
clock in the presence of weak gravity runs more rapidly than one located where gravity is
stronger. Consequently, the frequencies of radiation emitted by atoms in the presence of a
weak gravitational field are shifted to higher frequencies when compared with the same
emissions in the presence of a strong field. The light of the Sun observed on an eclipsed
Moon should be blue shifted; a fraction of the solar gravitational redshift (g'R/c2) which is
about two parts in a million [17].
The widening of the Earth`s shadow on the Moon would not be due to a greater density of
the upper atmosphere of the Earth, which would make it as opaque as the lower
atmosphere, it would be caused by a gravitational potential temporarily decreased. An
«alleviated» matter would dictate to space-time a smaller degree of curvature; the spacetime would in turn impose to matter to move on a larger orbital radius.
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3- Excess of light into the Earth's Shadow
1- Brief history of the excess of light into the Earth`s shadow on the Moon during lunar
eclipses
The first work on the variation in brightness of eclipses was executed by André-Louis
Danjon in 1920. He devised a scale of brightness for total lunar eclipses, from 0 for
invisible to 4 for very brilliant. He used it to analyze data on eclipses extending back over
three and a half centuries, and showed a correlation between the eclipse brightness and the
solar activity. But a series of three-color photometric observations of Moon eclipse, made
by him and his associates between 1932 and 1957, appears to show a clear correlation
between the eclipse brightness and the geomagnetic planetary index Kp [18]. So the new
data seems to contradict the first Danjon`s conclusion
An attempt to interpret the relation with Kp in terms of lunar luminescence indicates that the
change in the eclipse brightness is in accord with the rate of increase of the plasma energy,
as predicted by the experiment of Snyder et al. (1963) [19]. However, there is some
difficulty in the required proton density being greater than the observed value by an order of
magnitude. The same calculations show that luminescence to be visible in ordinary
moonlight requires a plasma energy at least three orders of magnitude greater than the
maximum value predicted by Snyder et al. They also show that the reported dates of
these observations fall on geophysically quiet days, as well as on dates of high Kp. The
above conclusion agrees with the result of calculations by Ney et al. in 1966.
On the other hand, J. Dubois and F. Link in 1969 found a correlation between the brightness
of the eclipsed Moon and the solar activity, as had been suggested by Danjon on the basis
of its first observations. They demonstrated that the brightness of eclipse was related not
only to the sunspots number but also to the height of the latitude. They showed an annual
correlation between the heliographic latitude of the apparent centre of the Sun`s disk and
eclipse brightness [20, 21].
It was suggested that the brightness anomaly of the umbral region during an eclipse of the
Moon would be caused by refraction of sunlight through the upper regions of the Earth`s
atmosphere. The red coloring arises because, they say, sunlight reaching the Moon must pass
through a long and dense layer of the Earth`s atmosphere, where it is scattered. Shorter
wavelengths are more likely to be scattered by the small particles and so, by the time the light
has passed through the atmosphere, the longer wavelengths dominate. This resulting light we
perceive as red. The amount of refracted light depends on the amount of dust or clouds in the
atmosphere; this also controls how much light is scattered. In general, the dustier the
atmosphere, the more that other wavelengths of light will be removed (compared to red light),
leaving the resulting light a deeper red color [22].
Despite this reasoning, it has been found that towards the centre the umbra is too bright to
be accounted for by refraction of visible sunlight. F. Link proposed that this excess be
interpreted as luminescence [23]. He concluded that about 10 percent of the Moon`s optical
radiation is caused by luminescence. Observations seem to confirm the existence of lunar
luminescence. The term luminescence can be applied to any object that emits light in addition
to the usual reflected light [24]. The main characteristic of luminescence is that the emitted
light is an attribute of the object itself, and the light emission is stimulated by some internal or
external process. As external process, Link suggested the luminescence of the lunar surface
by X-ray bombardment from the uneclipsed regions of the solar corona, as suggested by
6
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Link. This theory is supported by the variation of a factor of 100, between solar maximum
and minimum, of the intensity of certain wavelengths of X-rays [25].
Another possible mechanism by which the eclipsed Moon shines results from the fact that
the Moon is covered by a fine layer of meteoric dust, and would therefore contain quantities
of the achondritic enstatites. This type of stony meteorite produces the luminescence when
protons and electrons of the solar wind are deflected and impinge on the lunar surface
during a total eclipse. An experiment performed by Zdenek Kopal, C. J. Derham and J. E.
Geakel in 1963 showed that certain meteorite specimens glowed with a strange red light –
same colour as the umbra in eclipse – when bombarded by high energy protons in the
laboratory [21].
It appears to us that the excess of irradiation of the Moon in the shadow of the Earth during
the eclipse is partially caused by refraction in the atmosphere, but that it prevailingly depends
of the light emission stimulated by an internal process linked to the Allais eclipse effect.
2- Luminescence of the eclipsed Moon and Allais effect
The time of vibration (T) of atoms and molecules of luminescent gases in the fieldless region
of space is T = τ (T is the time of vibration in the atom at rest; τ is the modified time of
vibration) [26]. In a region of space with the gravitational field, the time of vibration is
altered to
τ = T / (1 − γ/2) = T / (1 − v2/c 2) = T / (1 − Ф/c2)

(5)

[γ contains the gravitational potential Φ (γ = 2GM/Rc2 = 2v2/c 2 = 2Ф/c 2)].
Our assumption is that at the surface of an eclipsed Moon there is a weaker gravitational field
than in a frame of reference without eclipse (γ' < γ)
[τ = T / (1 − γ'/2)] < [τ = T / (1 − γ/2)]
with eclipse
without eclipse.

(6)

During the lunar eclipse time, the gravitational potential Φ of the Moon is conjecturally
diminished, the time τ of the vibration of the atom is shorter. The metric of the obscured
Moon is affected and the ticking of time accelerates relative to the system without eclipse in
which the atom is considered at rest.
Consequently, the red shift of the spectral lines of light that comes from the layer of particles
on the ground will have a small additional blue "Allais" shift which reduces the "Einstein"
redshift [16]. As the Einstein effect (i.e., the tiny frequency shift of spectral lines in a
gravitational field) is directed towards the blue, there is thus more internal electromagnetic
energy. It appears that this blueshift by variation in the reduction of the mass could be a form
of atomic excitement at the level of electrons, as Brownian motion. More specifically, we
would say that the Allais eclipse effect would have engendered a significant change of
wavelength within the molecules of matter [27]. The excess of luminescence would be the
imprint left on the light by the intramolecular oscillation of the atoms constituting the
molecules of the lunar soil which spreads it. A Raman effect caused by an Allais effect, in
some way.
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3– An anti-Stoke Raman effect induced by an Allais effect
We assume that the lunar gravitational potential Φ can be reduced in times of eclipse, what
would accelerate the vibration of atoms.
A molecule can be excited to a very high energy state. The amount of energy necessary to
reach this excited state is hv o . Therefore, the relaxation of the molecule to the ground-state
vibrational energy level v = 0 results in the emission of a photon of energy hv o . This
emission is usually observed in the visible spectral region and is called Rayleigh scattering.
We think that the rapid oscillation of a light wave passing by the intramolecular level of
atoms – which constitute the molecules diffused by the lunar soil – could be similar to an
effect Raman anti-Stoke [28].
The scattering of light on the optical modes is designated Raman effect. It is different
from the Rayleigh scattering because the scattered light changes the frequency of the
spectrum active vibration. Historically, the effect was first observed with molecules.
Molecules vibrate, and each molecular oscillation corresponds to a certain amount of
energy. In the scattering process, this energy is added or subtracted from the incident
light. An anti-Stokes Raman effect occurs when the molecule absorbs an incident light of
frequency v o and reemits it at a higher frequency.
Thus, during the eclipse of the Moon, the excited molecule would oscillate from a superior
vibrational energy level, say v = 1. The energy absorbed in this process is still hv o. The
molecule can relax to the original v = 1 vibration energy level and emits a photon hv o ;
however, the relaxation can be to the ground state. The return to the state v = 0 results in the
emission of a photon which is hv 1 greater than the exciting energy hv o from level 1. The
photon energy emitted is h(v o + v 1 ). Spectral lines with frequencies higher than v o are
labeled anti-Stokes lines [29]. This Raman shift induces a brighter electromagnetic
radiation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it seems that two noticed anomalies during lunar eclipses, the enlargement of
the Earth`s shadow delineated onto its satellite and an excessive illumination of the penumbra,
adjusted ad hoc to the Earth`s atmosphere, would rather be caused by an Allais eclipse effect
– i.e., a repulsion that occurs when the Moon passes directly behind the Earth into its umbra –,
when Sun, Earth and Moon are closely aligned in space. This is consistent with our
knowledge of the solar eclipse, with the calculation of the abnormal spontaneous acceleration
of the Moon during the solar eclipse in June 1954 (paraconical pendulum of Maurice Allais)
and the result recorded by a gravimeter during the solar eclipse of 1997.
However, the Allais eclipse effect could be again rejected. For most physicists, the validity of
these observations does not matter, because they believe that this effect is purely speculative
since science provides no theoretical answer. And the most accommodating say they do not
rely on more or less contradictory experiments made so far; they would like to turn to more
radical experiments, like those intended for modern theories. Two are underway, PHARAO
[30] and STE-QUEST. In default of confirm doubtful fashionable theories, their high
technology could test the Allais effect and supply the way to tie, by a new theoretical link, the
facts observed during the eclipses to the physical laws having received the sanction of a
rigorous experimental control.
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